
BEBRITE 

CARPET CLEANING PRICE LIST 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE GST 

 
GOLD SERVICE  $49.50 per Room 

 

1. Pre vacuum: Vacuum each room with Windsor Upright vacuum cleaner to remove loose 

dust & dirt. 

2. Pre-Spray entire room with neutral cleaner (Ultimate) to loosen stubborn contaminants, 

using Ultimate at the recommended concentrations. 

3. Pre-Spot stains Grease, oil, gum = Orange Solvit 

 Protein, tea, coffee, lipstick, cooking oil = Excel 

 Rust =Rustaway 

 Boot polish, stubborn marks = 3DC 

4.       Rotary shampoo carpet area to loosen contaminants and bring soiling to the surface 

5. Hot water extraction of carpets to remove all contaminates, including deep cycle 

sanitation with Bebrite® antimicrobial treatment, leaving carpets soft and germ free.  

 

 

SILVER SERVICE  $38.50 per Room 

 

1. Pre vacuum: Vacuum each room with Windsor Upright vacuum cleaner to remove loose 

dust & dirt. 

2. Pre-Spray entire room with neutral cleaner to loosen stubborn contaminants, using 

ultimate at the recommended concentrations. 

3. Pre-Spot stains Grease, oil, gum = Orange Solvit 

 Protein, tea, coffee, lipstick, cooking oil = Excel 

 Rust =Rustaway 

 Boot polish, stubborn marks = 3DC 

4. Hot water extraction of carpets to remove all contaminates, including deep cycle 

sanitation with Bebrite® antimicrobial treatment, leaving carpets soft and germ free. 

 

BRONZE SERVICE  $30.00 per Room 

  

1. Pre vacuum: Vacuum each room with Windsor Upright vacuum cleaner to remove loose 

dust & dirt. 

2.         Pre-Spray entire room with neutral cleaner to loosen stubborn contaminants, using    

 Ultimate at the recommended concentrations. 

3. Hot water rinse to remove all contaminants leaving the carpet clean and fresh. 

4. Deodorising and sanitation of carpets at no charge (spray Sentinel).  

 

Sir, Madam.  

Our services begin at the Bronze level and continue through Silver to Gold. Each level provides 

a more superior service than the one before, and in fact, the price difference between the Silver 

and Bronze service in an average 3-bedroom home is only $28. 

All of our services begin with a thorough pre vacuum; this will remove up to 70% of the dirt 
and allow the steam clean process to be much more effective.  

Our Bronze Service includes a thorough pre-vacuum, pre-spray of all carpets with neutral 

cleaner, hot water extraction and sanitation with deodorising (Sentinel) to complete the service. 
Our guide is $30 per room; this price will be confirmed by our Franchisee’s on site as part of an 

obligation free quote. 


